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The electricity the world depends upon is no longer reliable. Utilities are failing to provide reliable power and 
have shown time and time again that businesses and people cannot depend upon it. 
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But, it’s a fact that we rely on power. We rely on it so much, we take it for granted until it fails. The United States 
electrical grid is the most complex system ever invented, yet it is outdated and failing. The year 2020 had 10x the 
number of significant power outages than the year 2000. 70% of all electrical transmission lines are past their 
50-year expected life. And now, electrical utilities are being disrupted by decentralized renewable solar panel 
generation and the high demand of EV fast-charging that they do not have the capacity for. 
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The world has become more and more connected making access to power critical. You might be surprised to 
learn more companies than ever now depend on generators running 24 hours a day to keep their businesses 
operating. From technology companies, to concerts, and even food trucks… they all depend on this kind 
of power. The problem is all of their current options are noisy, dirty, and expensive. These Generators are 
essentially the same technology developed over 90 years ago and everything around them has changed. 
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Let me introduce you to Joule Case. 

What you are looking at is the product platform that scales for all power applications from small devices 
to large enterprise. We are past our development stage and currently producing and shipping these to 
businesses worldwide. Since the beginning, customer feedback has been integral to how we view product 
development and drive customer feedback—we incorporate their feedback to create the most advanced 
battery platform in the world .
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Joule Case is cheaper, more powerful, and far more portable than any of the competition.

Kinda like Goldilocks, these other solutions are either too big or too small. Joule Case is always just right. 

We are the only solution that is modular and is nearly infinitely scaleable in both capacity and output. We are 
the proven, trusted provider for business’s critical power needs. 
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If you are not excited yet, let me tell you about our patents. Joule Case already has 7 patents granted and another 18 
patents pending. 

Our patents cover consumer/commercial and also enterprise power applications that integrate into one simple, elegant 
product platform just like stacking building blocks.

With built-in upgradability, Joule Case can provide power for any application including food trucks, outdoor events, 
business power needs, music festivals, and even up to entire facility or off-grid solutions.
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An essential part of the Joule Case platform is IOT-enabled data management and tracking in the cloud.  
This will revolutionize all energy consumption and use. When it comes to enterprise clients, they demand 
a higher level of integration. They won’t manage several—they will manage large fleets of 1000s of Joule 
Case systems to provide the critical power for their business needs. It is critical that we integrate with their 
management systems and provide tracking for all of their power needs.
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Power is the life blood of events. The show must go on. 

We created Joule Case to solve massive energy problems. One example is music festivals. They have thousands of 
power applications across a temporary site all with unique power needs. Joule Case has become the trusted clean 
energy provider for music festivals.

This market is massive with over 50 million attendees worldwide and over 15,000 music festivals annually and has a 
CAGR of 14%.
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With the accomplishments ww’ve achieved, we have earned the respect from companies like Insomniac. Now you 
may not have heard of Insomniac but they are the largest EDM music festival company in the world. They produce 
over 100 events worldwide. Insomniac is the company behind EDC Las Vegas, the largest EDM event in the world with 
over 450,000 attendees each year. Previously, they vetted our solution with trial run and we proved our expertise by 
integrating with their core infrastructure. And during their last event, Joule Case further proved ourselves by providing 
uninterrupted power without a single issue… Not one. 
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I just showed you where we have been. Let me give you a taste of where we are headed. 

The future of power is portable and decentralized. A revolution is occurring in all major markets. This is a list of massive 
opportunities we are currently focused on that currently have no other viable clean energy alternatives. 

From mobile businesses, food trucks, tiny home builders, mobile brand activations, EV Fleet charging, and even entire 
grid backup, Joule Case is the solution businesses are using for all of their power needs. Joule Case has the products, 
patents, brand, and trust of our customers to solve for all of their critical power needs. 
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We built a product platform that solved the power needs of one very exciting $20B market in events and then quickly 
realized the potential is so much greater. Our patents and products are now selling to customers in 5 different massive 
markets with a $120B total market. The clean energy revolution is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and Joule Case has 
the patents, the products, and the team to accelerate and define how the energy of the future is stored and used. 

Plug in!
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Speaking of the team, I couldn’t be more impressed with the one we’ve assembled. When you are a leader in the space, you attract the 
very best. Let me introduce you to the world class team that is making it happen. We have Pete Anewalt, the smooth operator formally 
from IBM with 5 exits under his belt. We got Dave Demuro, the industry legend formally head of battery at Apple. Justin LeVrier literally 
wrote the book on how to sell for Grant Cordon and Mercedes-Benz. Chris Olsen grew BodyBuilding.com to more than $500M. Jesse 
Baker developed multiple brands with experience in startups through Fortune 100. 

I am incredibly grateful to be on this journey with my best friend, Alex Livingston. We are on our second battery startup together and 
each have 15 years of experience in application-focused battery technologies. 
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Despite COVID eliminating our GTM in events, we doubled our sales in 2020 compared to 2019. We again 
doubled sales in 2021 and will quadruple them in 2022 and tracking to cash flow positivity. With a massive 
market opportunity of $120B, we will continue to accelerate sales through enterprise clients, direct B2B, 
and taking advantage of government/corporate priorities. Our gross margin is 50% with direct line-of-site 
to increased margins with increased sales.  Additional revenue after the direct sale occurs from leasing, 
premium app subscription, and rental agreements. 
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We are humbled by the tremendous response we received from our initial community round raise that 
oversubscribed the $1.07M threshold with over 930 investors. With the expanded market opportunity, sales 
growth, and team formation, we are back based on the investor demand. We will use these funds to expand 
our manufacturing and supply chain capacity and add sales members to accelerate the growth of our 
company even faster. 
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